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Abstract: The success of modular multilevel converters (MMCs) in high-voltage direct current
(HVDC) applications has fueled the research on modular converter topologies. New modular
converter topologies are often proposed, discussed, and sometimes applied in HVDC, as well as
other industrial application such as STATCOMs, DC/DC HVDC, medium-voltage direct current
(MVDC), etc. The performance evaluation of new modular converter topologies is a complex and
time-consuming process that typically involves dynamic simulations and the design of a control
system for the new converter topology. Sadly, many topologies do not progress to the implementation
stage. This paper proposes a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) related to the cost and footprint
of the converter and a procedure designed to rapidly evaluate these indicators for new converter
topologies. The proposed methodology eliminates the need for dynamic simulations and control-
system design, and is capable of identifying whether a particular converter is worth considering or
not for further studies of a specific application, depending on the operating requirements. Thanks
to the method outlined in this work and via the key parameters quantifying the “relevance” of the
analyzed converters, promising topologies were easily identified, while the others could be rapidly
discarded, resulting in saving valuable time in the study of the solutions that have a real potential.
The proposed method is first described from a general point of view and then applied to a case study
of the new converter topology—Open-Delta CLSC—and its application in two use cases.

Keywords: HVDC; converter topologies; sizing; Open-Delta; key performance indicators

1. Introduction

High-voltage direct current (HVDC) technology nowadays represents the most ad-
vantageous technical solution to problems such as long-distance energy transmission,
asynchronous AC system interconnection, interconnection of different regions requiring
submarine and underground cables, and transmission of offshore wind power to shore [1,2].
The ability to efficiently connect large renewable energy sources located far away from the
main loads is rapidly expanding the installation of HVDC lines in areas such as northern
Europe and across China [3–6].

The crucial elements of HVDC transmission, from both a technological and ultimately
a cost point of view, are the power electronic converters, which allow the AC/DC energy
conversion and vice versa. Thus, a great amount of research has been and still is currently
directed toward the investigation of new and more advantageous HVDC converter topolo-
gies. The modular multilevel converter (MMC) [7] currently represents the most accepted
solution in new installations, in spite of the many variations that have been proposed [8–11]
and the many more new topologies that have attempted to challenge it [12–15] (to cite only
a few of them).

The advantages of the MMC, such as independent active and reactive power controls,
modularity, and reduced filtering requirements, have made this modular technology inter-
esting even in other applications such as STATCOMs [16] and HV DC-DC converters, [17,18]
and in medium-voltage (MV) applications [19].
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To understand whether a new topology is beneficial and can potentially compete in
the marketplace with established designs, one should identify the key strengths of the
proposed solution and any potential weaknesses. This process should be done in the most
efficient manner possible in order to discard topologies that do not bring significant benefits
early in the development process. A typical approach is to define a set of key performance
indicators (KPIs), but it is difficult to find a general agreement on what those KPIs should
be, as the works comparing different topologies often make use of different ones [17,18]. A
significant attempt to harmonize them can be traced to [20]. Moreover, a typical approach
to calculation of KPIs adopted up to now involves an extensive use of dynamic simulations,
even for the calculation of steady-state parameters and the acquisition of steady-state
waveforms. The main drawbacks of this approach can be summarized in the following two
points: (1) running simulations makes it necessary to design the control system, which is
not a straightforward and quick task, especially for new topologies; and (2) for a complete
evaluation of the converter performance, multiple simulations must be run in order to
analyze the behavior in different operating conditions, which takes valuable time. Such an
approach is especially wasteful when it is found that benefits offered by the new topology
are not enough to justify commercial interest compared to an already-established solution
in the market.

In this paper, we formalize a methodology that can be applied to the assessment
of a new converter topology in much more efficient manner and that does not require
a substantial simulation effort to assess whether further development of the converter
topology is worth pursuing for a particular application. This methodology rapidly provides
the data necessary for a manufacturer to choose whether the converter under scrutiny has
no interest or represents a valid solution, thereby justifying additional studies on it. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no papers that describe and discuss similar
general procedures. In addition, we identify and propose a set of general KPIs that can
be used universally in the assessment of topologies with different weightings applied,
depending on the application. A practical application of the proposed methodology is also
presented in order to demonstrate the efficiency of the method.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the methodology is presented, and
particular aspects of its application are discussed. In Section 3, generic KPIs are defined
and a calculation method is presented. In Sections 4 and 5, the proposed methodology is
applied in a case study of a new topology called the “Open-Delta Capacitor Link Series
Converter (CLSC)” [21], which is compared to the half-bridge modular multilevel converter
(MMC) used as a reference topology. Finally, in Section 6, the KPIs are presented and
compared for the topologies under study. The conclusions drawn in given in Section 7.

2. Topology Assessment Methodology

The goal of the proposed methodology was to minimize the development effort
required to identify whether a new topology can be a serious contender to replace an
existing design in practical applications. Such a methodology must avoid the necessity
of the control-system design and the repetition of a significant number of simulations,
so that weak topologies can be immediately identified and discarded, while time can be
saved and better invested in analyzing converter architectures that have a real potential.
To address this goal, we proposed to focus our analysis on the steady-state operation of
the topology; if no significant benefits are shown, it is unlikely the topology would be of
interest in industrial applications, and there would be no need to develop it further.

A simplified block diagram of the proposed procedure is shown in Figure 1. It begins
with the definition of the requirements of the application and identification of the topology
optimization approached, followed by the derivation of the converter equations that shall
consider the energy balance within the converter. Theoretical investigation are continued
with the implementation of the derived equations in a mathematical analysis tool such as
MATLAB. Once implemented, the full operation domain can be swept quickly to identify
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the best and worst operation conditions and compute the associated KPIs. These steps are
explained in detail in the next section.

Figure 1. Topology assessment methodology.

2.1. Definition of the PQ Operating Domain

When assessing the benefits of a topology, it is very important to define the application
and the requirements that are expected by the converter in the target application. It might
be tempting to define the widest requirements possible to cover all possible applications;
this approach is interesting academically, but it can miss some of the topologies that can
bring advantages to one application but cannot be applied universally. Moreover, this
approach can lead to oversizing of the converter. In a grid-connected converter, the key
features defining the operating domain are the requirements for the active and reactive
power values that the converter must provide. These determine the “PQ-domain” for
which the converter must be sized.

Four different PQ-domains can be identified for applications within electrical grids.
These profiles are shown in Figure 2. The rectangular PQ domain [22] shown in Figure 2a
is common in HVDC applications, and represents the maximum requirements. On the
other hand, for converters used in medium-voltage direct current (MVDC) applications,
a “butterfly PQ domain” [23] is more common; this domain is characterized by the fixed
minimum cos(ϕ) as shown in Figure 2b. Other typical PQ domains are represented by
the STATCOM shown in Figure 2c and the MVDC load converter shown in Figure 2d. In
the case of STATCOM, the domain can be asymmetrical; i.e., the max inductive power is
greater than the max capacitive power (or vice versa). For MV loads, the converter only
absorbs the active power, and the sign of the active power never changes.

Figure 2. Typical PQ domains for grid-connected converters: (a) rectangular profile; (b) butterfly
profile; (c) reactive power only; (d) zero-Q load.
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2.2. Definition of Constraints and Degrees of Freedom

It is usually possible to optimize/design a topology in different ways that somehow
depend on the application. Therefore, it is important to decide which parameters of the
topology shall be fixed and which ones can be changed to achieve the optimum design.
This leads to the definition of the:

• Degrees of freedom—parameters used to optimize the overall sizing.
• Constraints or constant parameters—parameters that must be the same for all the

converter topologies in order to allow for a fair comparison between them.

These parameters change depending on the topology and the application. To provide
some guidance, typical options are presented below.

Typical degrees of freedom:

1. Transformer secondary side voltage.

Typical constant parameters:

1. Submodule rated voltage;
2. Maximum stack voltage ripple;
3. Maximum DC voltage ripple.

2.3. Definition of the Steady-State Characteristic Equations Guaranteeing the Converter
Energy Balance

The next step is to write the characteristic equations of the converters in a steady state
based on the parameters reflecting constraints and degrees of freedom, as well as the PQ
operating domain. This means analytically defining the current and voltage across each
element of the topology. At this stage, only the ideal voltage and current waveforms during
steady-state operation are considered. This implies that the voltage of the stacks does not
present the staircase shape, which is characteristic of multilevel converters, but is rather
assumed to be smooth and as close as possible to its ideal waveform. For most applications,
the waveforms are considered to have just DC and one AC components.

An important point to consider during this stage is the energy balance inside the
converter, and each single stack must be satisfied; i.e., estack(t) = estack(t + T), where estack
is the instantaneous energy stored in the stack and T is the fundamental period. Moreover,
for sizing purposes, the components are considered to be ideal; i.e., all the power losses
are neglected. This means that the waveforms are calculated while assuming that the
component voltage drops have a negligible impact on them. The waveforms computed
with this assumption are later used to calculate losses.

2.4. PQ Domain Sweeping, Sizing Work Point Identification, and KPI Calculations

Once the characteristic equations have been defined, the entire PQ operating domain
can be swept in order to identify the most critical operating condition, on which the
converter sizing has to be based. At the same time, the degrees of freedom must be selected
so that the most advantageous sizing in the most critical working conditions is obtained.

Finally, all the KPIs are computed and are ready to be compared between the topologies
under investigation.

3. Converter KPI Identification

As described in [24], the interest in a particular converter configuration depends
mainly on the converter’s cost, size, and efficiency. The cost data is normally confidential,
and only manufactures can accurately assess it. Regarding converter size, at least a pre-
liminary design must be established to estimate the converter’s footprint. For that, the
size of each element should be roughly assessed, as well as the needed clearance distance
between them. This is not generally done during the early stages of development of a
new promising topology, as it requires a good understanding of the considered topology.
Therefore, it is important to identify the parameters or KPIs able to suitably represent those
aspects without entering into a time-consuming detailed design.
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Before presenting the KPIs, it is important to define the basic element of a modular
converter, commonly known as the “stack”. The term “stack” is usually adopted to describe
a certain number of submodules, which can be both of the half-bridge (HB) and/or the
full-bridge (FB) type, which are connected in series as depicted in Figure 3. The voltage
created by the stack vreal

stack is given instant-by-instant by the number of capacitors that are
inserted in the circuit, and it is characterized by the typical “staircase” profile. Whereas
the videal

stack considered in this study is the first harmonic approximation of the instantaneous
voltage vreal

stack. A “stack” is further characterized by NSM, the total number of SMs inside it;
and VSM, the rated SM voltage.

Figure 3. General submodule stack consisting of both HB and FB SMs.

This structure is used in MMCs, as well as in STATCOMs, cascaded H-bridges (CHB),
and other converters adopted for the AC/DC or DC/DC conversion in HVDC or MVDC
applications.

In our view, the KPIs presented below provide a solid basis on which the converter
costs and footprint can be evaluated in the early stages of development.

1. Transformer number and their sizing power (NT,ST). these parameters are related
to the cost and volume of the transformers. In HVDC applications, single-phase trans-
formers are usually preferred over three-phase transformers (due to transportation
constraints) and, as long bushings and clearance distances are needed, the number
of transformers has a significant impact on the station footprint. This KPI is high-
lighted here; even if the standard number of transformers is three for AC/DC HVDC
converters, it can be different for other topologies.

2. Submodule (SM) number (NSM). In the set of the KPIs proposed, this represents
the footprint of the converter to the highest degree. It is related to the number of
interconnections between the submodules and mechanical assemblies, the number of
capacitor voltages to measure, and the number of discharge circuits (as well as the
number of bypass circuits, depending on the manufacturer’s technical choices). As
the submodules correspond to the major cost of the converter, they also relate to the
cost, but other KPIs provide a better representation of the cost.

3. Semiconductor switch total sizing power (SSW). This is related to the “quantity of
silicon” (voltage the semiconductors must withstand and the current passing through
them), and therefore is related to the converter cost. In simple terms, it represents the
sum of the sizing power of all the switches.

4. DC voltage ripple (R02pk). This is related to the converter’s cost and volume, as it
indicates whether an additional filter is needed on the DC side.

5. Submodule cell capacitance (CSM). This is mainly related to the SM size (which is
important regarding its ability to handle it during the construction phase and during
replacement operations for faulty ones). It is also related to the energy stored in an
individual submodule, which is a constraint for the devices in the fault current path
in the case of an SM internal short-circuit.
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6. Stored energy (Wstored). This parameter quantifies the energy stored in the converter,
which is mainly due to the SM capacitors (but it also takes into account the energy
stored in the inductors), which represent the major part of the SM volume. Therefore,
this parameter is linked to the converter volume.

7. Switch number (NSW). This has a main influence on cost.
8. Power loss (PL). This is related to the converter’s efficiency and then the operation

costs, but also to the constraints on the thermal-management system (impacts on cost
and footprint).

Most of the KPIs defined above are straightforward; however, some others must be
clearly defined mathematically. More specifically, a closer focus must be placed on the
calculations of the SM capacitance CSM and the total switch sizing power SSW .

3.1. Per Unit System

In this paper, the calculations were carried out on a per unit (PU) basis in order to
generalize the results and the comparison between topologies. The bases used for the PU
calculations were:

• The DC voltage VDC;
• The maximum DC current IDC,max;
• The power base, which is given by: PDC,max = VDC IDC, max.

3.2. Submodule Capacitance Calculation

The sizing of the submodule capacitors was carried out by following the approach
described in [25]. For a given submodule stack, the submodule capacitors can be found
using the following equation:

CSM =
∆emax

stack

2NSMVpu
SM,N

2δVmax
stack

IDC,max

VDC
(1)

where NSM is the number of submodules in the stack, Vpu
SM,n is the submodule rated voltage

on a PU basis, and δVmax
stack is the maximum stack voltage variation allowed, defined as:

Vpu
SM,N =

VSM,N

VDC
(2)

δVmax
stack =

max
{∣∣∣vreal

stack(t)− Non
SM(t)VSM,N

∣∣∣}
VSM,N

(3)

where Non
SM is the instantaneous number of SMs inserted in the circuit, vstack

real is the istan-
teneus stack voltage in V, and VSM,N is the rated SM voltage in V, ∆emax

stack is the maximum
energy variation over the period, and it can be found by using the following equation:

∆estack = emax
stack − emin

stack (4)

where:
emax

stack = max{estack(t)} , emin
stack = min{estack(t)} (5)

In which:

estack(t) =
t∫

0

vpu
stack(τ)i

pu
stack(τ)dτ (6)

Please note that the unit of estack is seconds; namely: estack[s] = Estack[J]/PDC,max[W].
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3.3. Total Semiconductor Switch Sizing Power

The total semiconductor switch sizing power for a single stack depends on the maxi-
mum current and voltage ratings of the stack and the type and the number of the submod-
ules in the stack, and is defined by Equation (7):

SSW =
2NHB + 4NFB

NHB + NFB
Vpu

max Ipu
max = NSWVpu

SM,N Ipu
max (7)

where NHB and NFB are the numbers of HB and FB SMs in the stack, respectively. Know-
ing that:

NSW = 2NHB + 4NFB (8)

and
NSM = NHB + NFB (9)

then:
SSW = NSWVpu

SM,N Ipu
max (10)

in which:

Ipu
max = max{istack(t)}/IDC,max , Vpu

max = max
{

vstack(t)

}
/VDC (11)

In other words, Equation (7) is the sum of the power ratings of each switch of the
converters, and therefore is linked to the “quantity of silicon” necessary.

3.4. Power Loss

To calculate power losses, a choice of the semiconductor device must be made. Once
this choice has been made, then power losses can be evaluated. To estimate the power loss,
both conduction and switching losses must be evaluated. For high-power MMC convert-
ers, the device’s switching frequency is close to the line frequency, and switching losses
contribute less than 25% of the total losses; these are highly dependent on the capacitor
voltage-balancing algorithm (VBA) and cannot be analytically calculated. Moreover, con-
duction losses and switching losses are related to the number of switches and the current
passing through them. Therefore, we proposed to concentrate on the conduction losses
only as the indication of the converter’s efficiency.

Without a loss of generality, when considering an IGBT, its conduction power losses
are quantified by the following relation:

PL =
1
T

T∫
0

|vCE(t)iC(t)|dt (12)

where vCE is the IGBT collector–emitter voltage and iC is the collector current. It can be
easily proven that:

PL = VCE0 |iC| + RCE0 I2
C,rms (13)

where VCE0 and RCE0 can be extracted from the manufacturer’s datasheet, as shown in
Figure 4; |ic| is the mean value of the absolute value of the collector current; and IC,rms is
the rms collector current. The same procedure can be applied to the free-wheeling diode.

Once the conduction power loss is defined for the single switch, the total conduction
power loss calculation can be extended to the entire converter, as shown in the follow-
ing sections.
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Figure 4. Collector current–collector emitter voltage curves for the IGBT (left); forward current–
forward voltage curves for the associated freewheeling diode (right).

4. Definition of Case Studies

To demonstrate the proposed methodology, it was applied to a new topology called
the “Open-Delta Capacitor Link Series Converter (CLSC)” [21], which was compared to
the half-bridge modular multilevel converter (MMC) that was used as a reference topology.
In order to demonstrate the importance of the defining target application when analyzing
new topologies, two scenarios were considered. These two scenarios were defined by
different PQ domains, as they corresponded to different real applications (HVDC and load
converter). In the first scenario, a rectangular PQ domain was used; for the second scenario,
a zero-Q load was used.

The characteristic equations are reported as a function of the PQ work point, the
degrees of freedom, and the constraints.

For the analysis of the topologies, a PU system based on DC side values was adopted
as described in Section 3.1. For both topologies, the secondary transformer voltage (peak
value, phase to phase) Rv was considered as a degree of freedom. It was defined as:

Rv =
√

2V ′′/VDC (14)

4.1. MMC

The well-known structure of the MMC is shown in Figure 5.
To derive steady-state equations for the converter, the following assumptions were made:

• The voltage drop determined by the transformer was negligible.
• The voltage drop on the arm inductance was negligible.
• The DC current source was ideal.

With reference to Figure 5, and considering the upper arm connected to the a phase,
one has in PU: {

vU,pu
a,arm = vU,pu

a,arm,AC + 1/2

iU,pu
a,arm = iU,pu

a,arm,AC + 1/3
, (15)

where:
vU

a,arm,AC =
√

2Epu
Ua sin(ωt) +

√
2Epu

Ua

(
1− kI I I

)
sin(3ωt) (16)
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Figure 5. Modular multilevel converter.

The second term in the formula describes a third harmonic injection with the following
amplitude [26]:

Epu
Ua = −

Rv√
6kI I I

, (17)

where kI I I =
√

3/2.
On the other hand, the AC components of the current are defined as:

iUa,arm,AC =
√

2Ipu∗
AC sin(ωt− ϕ) (18)

where:

Ipu∗
AC =

Ipu
AC

2kI I I (19)

in which:

Ipu
AC =

√
2
3

√
p2 + q2

Rv
(20)

ϕ = atan2(q, p) (21)

where p and q are the active and reactive power in PU, respectively:

p [pu] = P [W]/PDC.max [W] (22)

q [pu] = Q [Var]/PDC,max[W] (23)

It could be easily verified for all p, q, and Rv that the arm energy balance was satisfied;
in other words, the condition eU

arm,a(t0) = eU
arm,a(t0 + T), where T = 20 ms (for a 50 Hz

system) and eU
arm,a(t) is defined as follows:

eU
arm,a(t) =

t∫
0

vU,pu
a,arm(τ)i

U,pu
a,arm(τ)dτ (24)

The MMC equations as a function of p, q, and Rv that were able to satisfy the arm
energy balance in every operating condition were obtained. These equations were im-
plemented in a MATLAB script able to sweep a large number of working points in the
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expected PQ domain and return the sizing of the converter based on the most critical
condition. Figure 6 shows the energy variation over the period for the following p and q
values: p = [0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1], q = [−0.3− 0.15 0 0.15 0.3]; and for Rv = 0.866.

Figure 6. MMC arm energy variation over the period in 25 different PQ work points.

Considering that at any given time, only half of the switches in the submodule con-
ducted the current, then conduction current losses could be calculated according to (25):

PMMC
L,cond = 3Narm

SW

[
Veq |iarm| max + Req Irms

arm,max
2
]

(25)

where: Veq = (VDE0 + VCE0)/2 and Req = (RCE0 + RDE0)/2, and Narm
SW represents the

number of installed arm switches.

4.2. Open-Delta CLSC

The open-delta CLSC converter topology is shown in Figure 7. It consisted of two
transformers, two phase elements (PEs) comprising a SM stack and the series capacitor Cs,
an active filter (AF) (which was an SM stack), and the DC-link capacitor CDC. The only
nonphysical components in the schematic are the reactors, which represent the transformer
leakage inductance.

The open-delta CLSC converter adopted the same PEs of the three-phase CLSC [27];
however, the transformers were connected following the open-delta scheme [21]. This
converter belongs to family of the converters whose PEs are connected in series, such as
the SBC [22,28] or the converter presented in [15], but only two single-phase transformers
were employed. In order to create a symmetric and balanced load/generator from the grid
standpoint, the current and voltage had to be properly controlled by the two phase elements.

This topology had the advantage of using only two transformers and no arm inductors
but it was not possible to verify at first glance how it compared with a state-of-the-art
MMC regarding other KPIs: even if there were only two phase elements, the number of
submodules and switches could not be immediately found; in addition, it was not obvious
how the submodules’ ratings compared with those of the MMC. Those considerations
paved the way for the analysis of this new topology via the procedure outlined in this
paper. The resulting KPIs were then compared with the ones from the MMC.
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Figure 7. Open-delta CLSC converter.

In order to form a symmetric and balanced three-phase system, the open-delta current
and voltage vector diagram must be the one shown in Figure 8. In particular, the converter
control must always ensure that:{

v1
′′ = vab

v2 ′′ = vbc

{
i1 ′′ = ia
i2 ′′ = −ic

(26)

It appeared that the phases carried the same amount of active power only when the
reactive power was zero (i.e., when ϕ = 0).

It was verified that:{
pAC1 = 3p−

√
3q

6

qAC1 =
√

3p+3q
6

,

{
pAC2 = 3p+

√
3q

6

qAC2 = −
√

3p+3q
6

(27)

where pAC1, qAC1, pAC2, and qAC2 are the active and reactive power flowing through phases
1 and 2, respectively, as shown in Figure 9. In general, since ϕ 6= 0, then pAC1 6= pAC2;
and since the average values of vPE1 and vPE2 were equal to VDC/2, then an additional
flow transferring power from PE1 to PE2 (or vice-versa) had to arise in order to maintain
the energy balance in the phase elements. Such additional power flow, which can be
called “circulating power flow” (pC in Figure 9), was controlled by an appropriate voltage
injection from the active filter (AF). Finally, the sizing of the DC-link capacitor was uniquely
determined by the max acceptable voltage ripple on the DC side.

Equation Definition

The following assumptions were made:

• The series connection of the capacitor Cs and the transformer inductance LT deter-
mined a perfect series-resonance.

• An ideal DC current source.
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Figure 8. Open-delta phasor diagram.

Figure 9. Series open-delta CLSC power flows.

With reference to Figure 7, the characteristic equations of the open-delta CLSC con-
verter are the following:{

vab = Rv sin(ωt)

vbc = Rv sin(ωt− 2π/3)

 ia =
√

2Ipi
AC sin(ωt− ϕ− π/6)

ic =
√

2Ipu
AC sin(ωt− ϕ− 3π/2)

(28)

where Ipu
AC is defined in (20), and ϕ in (21).{

vPE1 = vab/kT + 1/2

vPE2 = vbc/kT + 1/2

{
i′′1 = kTia

i′′2 = −kTic
(29)

where kT is the transformation ratio. It could be easily verified that the voltage that had to
be injected by the AF in order to be in an energy-balanced operating condition and that
guaranteed the Pes’ energy balance at the same time is:

vAF =

(
Rv + rmax

02pk
q

qmax

)
sin(ωt + 2π/3) (30)
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where rmax
02pk is the maximum zero to peak voltage ripple on the DC capacitor and qmax is

the maximum reactive power in PU. Therefore, the DC side voltage can now be written as:

vC = vPE1 + vPE2 + vAF = 1 + rmax
02pk

q
qmax

sin(ωt + 2π/3) (31)

It is interesting to note when using (31) that no voltage ripple appears when q = 0,
which is also in accordance with what is stated by Equation (27). In other words, when
the reactive power was zero, there was no power circulation between the Pes, and thus no
voltage ripple on the DC side. Indeed, the current flowing through CDC is:

iC = rmax
02pkωCpu

DC
q

qmax
sin
[
ωt +

π

6
+

π

2
(1− sign(q))

]
(32)

where:
Cpu

DC =
2Rvqmax

3ωrmax
02pk

(33)

being:

CDC = Cpu
DC

IDC,max

VDC
(34)

Again, using (32), it is possible to observe that no current flows in the DC-link capacitor
when q = 0. Figure 10 depicts the current and voltage phasors involved in the power
circulation between the PEs.

Figure 10. Open-delta CLSC PE and AF phasor diagram.

All the remaining equations can be found straightforwardly. The voltage on the series
capacitors is defined in (35):

vCs1 = −VDC/2 + 1
C

t∫
0

i′′1 (τ)dτ

vCs2 = −VDC/2 + 1
C

t∫
0

i′′2 (τ)dτ

(35)

The current flowing through the PEs and the AF is defined in (36):
iPE1 = i′′1 − iDC − iC
iPE2 = i′′2 − iDC − iC
iAF = iDC + iC

(36)
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Finally, remembering that only half of the installed switches conducted the current at
the same time, then the conduction current losses can be calculated using (37):

PO∆−CLSC
L,cond = Veq

[
NPE

SW |iPE| +
NAF

SW
2
|iAF|

]
+ Req

[
NPE

SW Irms 2

PE +
NAF

SW
2

Irms 2

AF

]
(37)

where NPE
SW and NAF

SW represent the number of PE and AF installed switches, respectively.
The same switch chosen for the MMC was utilized here for the power-loss computation [29].

5. Sizing Results

The sizing results obtained following the outlined procedure are shown in this section
as a function of Rv. Table 1 reports the numerical values of the main parameters: the
extreme p and q values were chosen to be ±1 and ±0.3, respectively.

For calculation of the conduction power losses, the 5SNA 1800G330400 HiPak IGBT
module was adopted; its datasheet can be found in [29].

Table 1. Parameter numerical values for both of the converters.

Name Symbol Value

DC voltage VDC 640 kV

Rated power PDC,max 1 GW

Max reactive power Qmax ±0.3PDC,max = ±330 MVar

Transformer impedance Xcc% 10%

IGBT collector–emitter forward voltage VCE0 1.3 V

Freewheeling diode forward voltage VDE0 1.3 V

IGBT on resistance RCE0 0.79 mΩ

Freewheeling diode forward voltage RDE0 0.46 mΩ

5.1. MMC

Figure 11a shows the voltage and the current waveforms for the upper arm connected
to the phase a in one particular working condition. In the voltage waveform, it is possible
to notice the third harmonic injection. Figure 11b, on the other hand, shows the maximum
arm voltage and current as a function of the transformer secondary side voltage. It can
be observed that the max arm voltage increased linearly with Rv, as this parameter was
proportional to the secondary side voltage of the transformer; consequently, the maximum
current was proportional to 1/Rv.

Figure 11. Upper a arm current and voltage waveforms at p = 1, q = −0.3, Rv = 0.866 (a); max and
min arm voltage and current (b).
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The total number of submodules and the total switch sizing power can be observed
in Figure 12a,b, respectively. Again, it can be observed that the SM number increased
linearly with Rv as expected, while the sizing power slowly decreased. Assuming that only
half-bridge (HB) SMs were present, then the total switch number could be obtained by
simply multiplying the SM number by 2.

Figure 12. MMC submodule number (a); MMC total switch sizing power (b).

Figure 13a shows the dependence of the SM capacitance on Rv, while the energy stored
in the MMC while also taking into account the arm inductors is shown in Figure 13b.

Figure 13. MMC submodule capacitor (a); MMC total stored energy (b).

It can be seen that for the MMC, there was no obvious optimum value for the Rv.
Therefore, to minimize the losses of the converter, it was chosen to be the maximum possible
value. For an HB MMC, the peak of the secondary phase to ground voltage had to be below
Vdc/2 to ensure the controllability of the converter. Therefore, RvN ∼= 0.866 was chosen,
where the subscript “N” means “nominal”.

Once the nominal Rv was chosen (RMMC
vN = 0.866 in this case), then all the KPIs

could be computed. The KPI values are presented in the final section, where they are also
compared to those of the open-delta CLSC converter.

5.2. Open-Delta CLSC

The sizing results obtained by following the outlined procedure are shown in this
section as a function of Rv. The max zero to peak DC voltage ripple rmax

02pk was set to be equal
to 0.1 PU. The current and voltage waveforms are shown in Figure 14 for a specific working
condition. With reference to Figure 14, since q 6= 0, the sum vPE1 + vPE2 + vAF determined
a voltage waveform characterized by a nonzero mean value and a certain ripple that can
be seen in vc. Therefore, the AF was responsible for the power exchange between PEs, as
shown by Equations (30) and (31).
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Figure 14. Open-delta CLSC voltages (a); and currents (b) for p = 1, q = 0.3, and Rv = 0.5.

The maximum and minimum currents flowing through the converter stacks are shown
in Figure 15. Again, it can be noticed that the max and min voltages increased linearly with
Rv while the maximum and minimum currents were proportional to 1/Rv. Additionally, a
DC component was noticeable in the PE voltages, PE currents, and AF current.

Figure 15. Open-delta CLSC max and min voltages (a), and max and min currents (b).

The total SM number and the SM number divided by type and stack are shown in
Figure 16.

Figure 16. Open-delta CLSC SM number divided by type (a), and divided by stack (b).

The switch number and the total switch sizing power are reported in Figure 17. Firstly,
we immediately noticed the presence of a minimum point at Rv = 0.5. This was explained
by the fact that, as Rv increased above 0.5, the number of FB SMs increased, resulting in
an increase in the number of switches, and therefore in the sizing power at the same time.
Secondly, the sizing power curve was quite “steep” as a function of Rv, and therefore was
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strongly dependent on the transformer secondary side voltage (which was not the case
for the MMC, see Figure 12b). This underlined the importance of exploring the converter
sizing as a function of the available degrees of freedom (Rv in this case).

Figure 17. Open-delta CLSC switch number (a), and total switch sizing power (b).

The SM capacitance and the converter’s stored energy are shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Open-delta CLSC SM capacitors (a), and stored energy (b).

6. KPI Comparison

This section presents a comparison between the KPIs of the two converters identified
thanks to the procedure outlined above. Two cases were studied in order to show the
importance of the required operating domain in the converter sizing. More specifically, the
KPIs of the two converters derived from a rectangular PQ domain and the cos(ϕ) = 1 line
domain were compared.

In order to compute the KPIs, the degree of freedom Rv must be fixed. It was already
pointed out in Section 5.1 that for the MMC, the choice was RvN = 0.866; however, since the
open-delta CLSC is a new topology, the choice is up to the designer. In Figures 16–18, it can
be noticed that RvN = 0.5 was a good operating point, not only because it corresponded to
the minimum sizing power, but also because it was associated with a low SM and switch
number, and it was close to the minimum stored energy point. The KPIs could then be
obtained simply by selecting the values in the plots shown in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 that
corresponded to the chosen RvN .

Those KPIs were collected in the spider plot shown in Figure 19 in order to compare
the two converters. For a better representation, each KPI belonging to the same type was
normalized with respect to their maximum, so that the external perimeter was always equal
to 1, and their difference was relative.
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Figure 19. KPI spider plot. The notation “1→ x” means that 1 in the spider plot corresponds to the value x.

It can be easily observed that although the MMC had a larger SM and switch number,
it had a much lower sizing power, stored energy, and SM capacitance. This was mainly
because the SMs in the open-delta CLSC were significantly larger than in the MMC. This
can be seen in both the weighted average capacitance and the weighted average current.
The necessity of creating these weighted average quantities resulted from the fact that the
open-delta CLSC had two different types of SM stacks (in PEs and in AF) that were of
different ratings, while the MMC was composed of six identical stacks. Therefore, in order
to be able to compare the SM max current and capacitance with the MMC, it was useful to
define the following quantities for the open-delta CLSC:

Cav
SM =

NSM,PECPE + NSM,AFCAF

NSM + NSM,AF
(38)

Iav
max =

NSM,PE IPE,max + NSM,AF IAF,max

NSM + NSM,AF
(39)

where Cav
SM and Iav

SM are the weigthed average capacitance and max switch current, respectively.
In Figure 19, it can be seen that the MMC was far less sensitive to the choice of the

operating domain than the open-delta CLSC. As a matter of fact, the blue perimeter shrank
significantly when passing from the rectangular domain to the cos(ϕ) = 1 line, while the
red polygon associated with the MMC remained almost unchanged. This fact underlined
the importance of clearly defining the application’s PQ domain. As an example, if a DC
fault-blocking capability is required from the converter, the difference in terms of sizing
parameters becomes smaller, especially the switch sizing power. The DC fault-blocking
capability consists of the ability of the converter to block faults on the DC side by applying,
thanks to the SM capacitors, a sufficiently high voltage of the opposite polarity [30]. The
max voltage available depends on the number of FB SMs in the short-circuit current path;
HB SMs are not able to counteract the fault, as they cannot change the voltage polarity at
their terminals. While the open-delta CLSC had a sufficient number of FB SMs to block the
max DC short-circuit current, at least 50% of the HB SMs had to be replaced by FB SMs
in the MMC. This SM replacement increased the switch number and therefore the MMC
switch sizing power.

7. Conclusions

A new methodology to assess the benefits of a modular converter was described
in this paper. The methodology allows quick informed decisions to be made regarding
whether research into a new topology should be pursued further in the early stages of
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development. The particular strengths of this methodology are that setting up dynamic
simulations and development of the converter’s control-system design are not required,
resulting in significant time savings. A rapid analysis of all the possible work points inside
a prescribed PQ operating domain allows assessment of the converter sizing and evaluation
of critical KPIs. Unless a significant improvement in one of the KPIs is shown, there is
very little probability that the new topology will find success in practical applications, and
further research into it should be stopped.

To demonstrate an application of the proposed methodology, it was applied to two
HVDC converter topologies in order to investigate the potential of a candidate challenger
(the open-delta CLSC) as compared to a reference in the VSC HVDC domain (the half-
bridge MMC). For each topology, the steady-state equations, the PQ operating domain,
and the degrees of freedom were defined; and the converter sizing, together with the
critical KPIs, were calculated. The KPIs extracted from the two converters showed their
differences in terms of their “sizing performance”, and highlighted their dependencies
on the prescribed PQ operating domain (the MMC sizing was slightly affected by the PQ
diagram, contrary to the open-delta CLSC). This not only enabled a quick quantification
of the advantages related to the open-delta CLSC (reduced numbers for submodules and
switches), but also the identification of its drawbacks (sizing power, switch current ratings,
and stored energy). Overall, this case study indicated that the new open-delta topology
did not represents a valid alternative to the classic MMC solution.

The procedure developed in this paper is valid for modular multilevel converters,
as they produce voltage waveforms with a low harmonic content and can be accurately
modeled analytically by ideal waveforms. Future works will investigate the generalization
of the proposed procedure to converters that are not of the modular multilevel type.
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